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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

The Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) released information to TheBlaze  in

response to a Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request. The information showed that the federal

government had purchased advertising to the tune of $1 billion taxpayer dollars as part of a media

campaign to build vaccine conOdence.

HHS  has billed the campaign as a “national initiative to increase public conOdence in, and uptake

of, COVID-19 vaccines while reinforcing basic prevention measures such as mask-wearing and

social distancing.” Data don’t support these measures, but the media campaign was likely hiding

something more sinister.

HHS Paid News Media to Build Vaccine Con?dence

Within the documents sent from HHS, TheBlaze  found that hundreds of organizations in the news

media were paid to produce TV, print, radio and social media advertising timed to coincide with an

increasing availability of the genetic therapy shots.

The government also collaborated with social media inYuencers whose audience included

“communities hit hard by COVID-19” and also engaged “experts” to be interviewed and promote the

mass vaccination campaign in the news.  One of those experts was the director of NIAID and chief

medical adviser to the White House, Dr. Anthony Fauci.

In other words Fauci, the man who has been the “face” of COVID-19 in 2020 and 2021,  who publicly

disparaged anyone who questioned the data he was using to support his recommendations, and

who blithely referred to himself as “the science,”  was, in fact, a shill.

Virtually every one of the news organizations paid by HHS, including ABC, NBC, CBS, CNN, MSNBC,

The Washington Post, Los Angeles Times and the New York Post, covered stories about the

vaccines and did not disclose they had accepted taxpayer dollars to support the vaccine effort. It is

common practice for the editorial teams to function separately from the advertising departments,

so it appears the organizations felt there was no need to disclose their funding.

The advertising took several forms, including an amusing social media campaign featuring Elton

John and Michael Caine, fear-based ads that featured survivor stories and straightforward

informational ads promoting the safety and eacacy of the current mRNA shot for COVID-19.

Shani George, vice president of communications for The Washington Post made a statement about

the funding they received for media advertising from the federal government, saying:

"Advertisers pay for space to share their messages, as was the case here, and those ads

are clearly labeled as such. The newsroom is completely independent from the advertising

department.”

A spokesperson for the Los Angeles Times also responded to TheBlaze and gave a similar

response. Other publications either did not respond or declined to comment. However, it is

important to note that the reporters and editorial staff responsible for news also likely read their

own publication or watch the online videos.

It’s not hard to imagine that a large news organization promoting vaccinations through their

advertising department would not look kindly on editorial staff who choose to report facts that do

not align with large sums of money spent by advertisers. You can guess what the editorial staff

may be told to write. TheBlaze offered several examples of thinly disguised advertising published

as “news,” including:

An October BuzzFeed  article featured "essential facts" about eligibility for the vaccine and

unbalanced, pro-vaccine statements from health agency experts such as CDC director Dr.

Rochelle Walensky, HHS Secretary Xavier Becerra and epidemiologist Dr. George Rutherford.

Articles in the Los Angeles Times  featured "experts" advising people how to convince their

vaccine-hesitant friends and relatives to change their minds.

A Washington Post article covered "the pro-vaccine messages people want to hear."

A Newsmax article in November ran the headline "Newsmax Opposes Vaccine Mandate, Here's

Why."  The article, obviously an opinion piece, began by saying the mandate was a "dangerous

overreach" and then proceeded to support the vaccine campaign with statements like, "The

vaccine …has been demonstrated to be safe and effective" and "Newsmax has encouraged

citizens, especially those at risk, to get immunized."

Journalistic Objectivity Likely Impossible

The U.S. government is not the only entity to recognize the power behind controlling the news

media. Bill Gates is another. Using more than 30,000 grants, Gates has contributed at least $319

million to the media, which senior staff writer for MintPress News Alan McLeod revealed.

Recipients included CNN, NPR, BBC, The Atlantic and PBS. Gates has also sponsored foreign

organizations that included The Daily Telegraph, the Financial Times, and Al Jazeera. More than

$38 million has also been funneled into investigative journalism centers.

Gates’ inYuence within the press is far-reaching, from journalism to journalistic training. This

ultimately makes true objective reporting about Gates or his initiatives virtually impossible.

MacLeod writes:

“Today, it is possible for an individual to train as a reporter thanks to a Gates Foundation

grant, And work at a Gates-funded outlet, and to belong to a press association funded by

Gates. This is especially true of journalists working in the Aelds of health, education and

global development, the ones Gates himself is most active in and where scrutiny of the

billionaire’s actions and motives are most necessary.”

It is important to note that Gates has an intense interest in health, and speciOcally vaccinations.

And with this power to control the media and his strong connections with health organizations such

as Johns Hopkins, with whom he collaborated for Event 201,  it’s not hard to imagine that his

inYuence can be seen in many of the stories you read or watch each day.

This government overreach into the Fourth Estate is not unique to the U.S. Leaked documents

have demonstrated that the BBC News and Reuters have also been involved in a covert operation in

which the U.K. sought to inOltrate Russian media and promote a U.K. narrative using a network of

Russian journalists.

Multimillion-dollar contracts were used to advance these aims, which included 15,000 journalists

and staff. The campaign closely follows a U.S. clandestine CIA media inOltration campaign

launched in 1948 called Operation Mockingbird.  About one-third of the CIA budget, or $1 billion

each year, was spent on bribes to hundreds of American journalists, who then published fake

stories at the CIA's request.

While it may sound like ancient history, there's evidence to suggest it continues today. Although the

messages have changed with the times, the basic modus operandi of dissemination remains the

same. Other reports  have also highlighted the role of intelligence agencies in the global effort

to eliminate "anti-vaccine propaganda" from public discussion, and the fact that they're using

sophisticated cyberwarfare tools to do so.

Facts Reveal Reason Government Is Paying News Media

All-cause mortality and death rates are diacult statistics to change. People are either dead or

they're not. There is only one reason a person is included in the National Death Index Database:

They have died regardless of the cause. Evidence is mounting that all-cause mortality is rising to

levels greater than were seen during 2020 at the height of the COVID-19 pandemic.

OneAmerica,  a mutual insurance holding company, announced the death rate in working-age

Americans from 18 to 64 years in the third quarter of 2021 was 40% higher than prepandemic

levels. Other insurance companies are also Onding similar results and citing higher mortality

rates.

The Hartford Insurance Company announced mortality had increased 32% from 2019 and 20% from

2020 during 2021. Lincoln National also reported claims increased by 13.7% year-over-year and

were 54% higher in the fourth quarter compared to 2019. Funeral homes are posting an increase in

burials and cremations in 2021 over 2020.

The overall mortality increase noted after the global release of the COVID shot is also being

reported in other countries. A large German health insurance company reported their data  were

nearly 14 times greater than the number of deaths reported by the German government. The health

insurance company gathered the data directly from doctors who were applying for payment from a

sample of 10.9 million people.

A reporter from The Exposé  notes that while the world has been distracted by Russia's invasion of

Ukraine, the U.K. government quietly released a report  that conOrmed 9 in every 10 deaths from

COVID-19 in England were in people who were fully vaccinated.

Each week the U.K. Health Security Agency publishes a surveillance report. The February 24, 2022,

report shows 85% to 91% of adults who are infected, hospitalized or died from COVID-19 were fully

vaccinated.

P?zer Documents Show Vaccines Not Fully Safe

Four days after the FDA approved the POzer vaccine for ages 16 and older, a group of public health

professionals, doctors, scientists and journalists submitted a FOIA request to release the data

POzer used for the approval of Comirnaty.  The nonproOt group of professionals is called the Public

Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT).

Despite the FDA’s claim that the organization was committed to transparency,  the agency Orst

requested 55 years  to release the data that supported the approval of Comirnaty after the FOIA

was Oled, and then asked for another 20 years to fully comply.  All told, the FDA wanted 75 years to

release documentation that supported their approval of a genetic therapy being promoted for mass

vaccination.

When the FDA did not release the data, the PHMPT sued the FDA since it is the FDA’s statutory

obligation  to publish the documentation within 30 days of approving a drug. Although they asked

for 75 years, January 6, 2022, the court ordered the FDA to release 55,000 pages of the documents

each month so they would be completed within 8 months.

March 1, 2022, the Orst of those documents were released and have been posted for public view on

the PMHPT website.  What’s included in these documents may answer the question of why the

government felt $1 billion was required to boost vaccine conOdence.

An initial review of some of the papers by one Trial Site News reporter revealed many errors and

anomalies. In an interview with Stephen Bannon, mRNA technology inventor Dr. Robert Malone

talked about the documentation and the need to develop a team to comb through the information

and catalog it for reference. He said:

“So, all this information comes piped through pharmacovigilance what's called the

pharmacovigilance shop at PAzer and BioNTech. I presume PAzer. And then that's been

summarized and submitted to the FDA as a series of documents. So this is a window into

what FDA actually knows, which is by inference what CDC knows.

When they tell us there’s no risks and we should go ahead and start mandating or forcing

vaccination on our children, what we have for instance, in that section you're referring to of

the listed adverse events is a huge list of what is considered to be adverse events of

interest, which means that they're not just one-offs.

It happens multiple times throughout the world and what we're Anding is embedded

throughout this huge volume of documents that the judge has forced PAzer and the FDA ...

remember our government tried really hard to keep this information from us and

fortunately the courts have called their bluff and forced them to disclose it. Now it's up to

us to comb through it."

Malone went on to describe the trouble that will likely arise in the coming weeks and months for

POzer and the FDA from the information that is now freely available to the public when Bannon

asked, why is it so important that the courts demanded the information be released now?

"The courts have forced PAzer and the FDA to comply with the law which is that after

licensure is granted these documents must be made available. Previously they're

considered conAdential.

And remember that as Naomi's [Naomi Wolfe] about to discuss, and the truckers are so

upset about, we have been forced to take these vaccines and we have been told that they're

fully safe and effective. What this documents is the government has been well aware that

they are not fully safe and has hidden this information from us.

What that really matters for PAzer is that the indemniAcation clauses require PAzer

disclose known adverse events and this documentation demonstrates they didn't do so. A

lot of the lawyers are licking their chops over this because it seems to indicate a break in

the veil that may allow legal action basically due to fraud and concealment of these risks

from the general public.

This is why you have not been able to have full informed consent, is they’ve hidden all this

information from you and they’ve used all the propaganda and censorship tools — which

you’re about to cover — and paid media, to keep all this information from you and spin it, so

that you think the left is right and the down is the up and the moon is made of green

cheese.”

My latest book, “The Truth About COVID-19,” is an instant bestseller. After thousands of reviews it

has a nearly perfect 5-star rating, so grab your copy today before it’s too late!

The Truth
About

COVID-19
by Doctor Joseph Mercola

5,848 ratings

ORDER NOW
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"My father thought of America as the last best hope for humanity. He believed we had a historical mission to be a paragon to the rest

of the world, to be about what human beings can accomplish if they work together and maintain their focus" - Robert Kennedy, Jr.

What do we have now? Our freedoms are being taken away. The Constitution is giving its last breaths. Our borders are destroyed and

our culture has been turned upside down by every perversion known to man. The story of Sodom and Gomorrah has special relevance

to the time and place we live in today.

The bankers, who have hijacked our government through legalized bribery and the government using propaganda for planned

genocide imposed by the globalist elite. This report is a good portrait of what is happening UNCOVERING THE CORONA NARRATIVE.

Robert W. Malone MD. Oacially, this is the most serious health crisis in living memory, but the measures used against it have not

improved the situation, but have continually made it worse. All doctors today can conOrm that the state of health of people, the

majority of people, is worse than before the crisis, and even from the point of view of those who ordered the measures, we are facing

chaos.

The supposedly threatening fourth wave and the announcement of the need for third, fourth and Ofth vaccines show that the purpose

of the measures so far, namely to prevent the disease, has completely failed. World production is in complete disarray. Global logistics

are in tatters, supply chains are broken, crops are failing, food supply bottlenecks, and a shortage for much of the economy of

essential semiconductors. rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../uncovering-the-corona-narrative  (03/25/2022)
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Dr Zelenko stated that God destroyed Sodom because they legalized immorality - this legalization of immorality is what is

taking place in the USA today - will God destroy the USA ???
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Gui; Babylon The Great! North America has become a most evil empire. Time is very short now; and how many can even see it?

I'm seeing a serious paradigm shift here...Where we used to be the ones to decide what was best for our health, and live

accordingly; we are now led to believe that the only way to achieve this healthy state, is to be injected with unknown and

dangerous substances, restrict our oxygen intake by covering our breathing apparatus with a useless and harmful "mask" - and

avoiding our fellow human beings. Welcome to the Twilight Zone!
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Gui- Has anyone heard or have they even mentioned that the vaccine has side effects? Not one word during the endless so

called public service announcements or commercials. All other vaccines like Prevnar or the Shingles vaccines have a list of

possible side effects. Maybe because this is not a vaccine in the true sense and they know it. Every drug advertised nonstop on

every mainstream media outlet lists possible side effects. The list of side effects is longer than the so called beneOts in the

commercial of whatever they are promoting. It must be a miracle that the mRNA has no list. Do they even dare to mention the
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US Government Paid News Media $1 Billion to Promote Vaccines
Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola & Fact Checked

A Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) request by TheBlaze shows Health and Human Services

spent $1 billion for a media campaign to build public conOdence in, and uptake of, COVID-19

vaccines using mainstream news outlets

'

News outlets that did respond to TheBlaze assured them the editorial staff are not inYuenced

by advertising money, but it's not hard to imagine management would not look kindly on

editorial staff who write content that doesn't align with the advertising narrative

'

Mounting evidence demonstrates why the government is paying for good press since

insurance companies reported a rise in all-cause mortality in late 2021

'

The Orst batch of POzer documents the FDA used to approve Comirnaty (POzer COVID-19 vaccine) were released March 1, 2022; mRNA technology

inventor Dr. Robert Malone believes these papers show a break in the indemniOcation clauses, exposing POzer to potential civil and criminal liability

'
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commercial of whatever they are promoting. It must be a miracle that the mRNA has no list. Do they even dare to mention the

waning effect? I'll bet these drug companies could advertise that mercury-asbestos-lead-heavy metals-DDT are beneOcial to

your health and should be used on a regular basis. Many would fall for it. The power of advertising.
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Gui, amongst all the doom and gloom, there is still a group called the People's Lawyers in the UK who have been pursuing the

government since 1st June 2020 with an action "The Coronavirus Act is Null and Void". They are now commencing an injunction

for this, we sincerely hope that there may still be some honesty and integrity within the UK justice system to allow this to

proceed. It relies on Crowdfunding, all the case details and updates can be viewed on

www.crowdjustice.com/.../the-coronavirus-act-2020  May I through these columns respectfully request that this deserving

brave action be shared as widely as possible?
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John 16:33 New International Version “I have told you these things, so that in me you may have peace. In this world you will

have trouble. But take heart! I have overcome the world.” The world will become uninhabitable some day sooner or later , that’s

why the Creator offered eternal refuge for our souls if we only place our complete trust in His sovereign plan - salvation through

Christ alone .  Grace and peace to each reader of my comment
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They need their fake bibles for their fake fornicating union religion. And fake wars & lies to seize power, violate, rape, steal and

deOle at will while self-justifying. All these crises were steered & manipulated into coming to pass. Wait til they get a load of

what their Yaming rising Phoenix & their falling 'star' really brings....when the honeymoon is over & all Hell breaks lose.

Judgment.
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You bring up a very good point, fvtomasch. Why are all drug advertisements required to announce all potential side effects, but

not the mRNA injection? Maybe even more importantly, is why doesn't the population even notice the silence?
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Fvtomasch. Very good point. And I believe the answer as to why you don’t hear a peep about averse effects is they are not

required to report anything as long as it’s STILL in EUA status - That is Emergency Use Authorization status. And they want to

keep it that way for that very reason.  UNTIL…..it gets approved for the children’s “regular” vaccine schedule, lumped in with real

vaccines that have been actually known to work. Well, they WERE pushing hard for that, but imo things may have changed now.

They are prob happier to keep things status quo, and keep everything hidden under the rug for as long as possible bc they see

how many are having these bad reactions throughout the world.

In fact Dr. M did a piece yesterday containing so many heart breaking videos about athletes, world wide and of all ages, just

dropping dead or collapsing right on their playing Oelds. These are some of the healthiest people in the world and just dropping

dead, heart attacks, strokes, blindness and more bc of this deadly jab.  Though the jab advocates STILL doubling down, lying

about, and promoting the jab, There are only so many rocks for them to hide under.

It’s taking a long time, but people are Onally beginning to see the truth, if only due to these horrible personal experiences going

on all over the world.  That’s the sad part bc some of them had NO CHOICE if they want to continue pursuing the sports they

love, they HAD to take that chance and succumb to the jab. Of course it’s not just athletes but “regular” folks too. Either way, It’s

HORRIBLE, but rest assured their stories are being felt, and told. Word IS getting out, and imo people are getting SICK (literally)

of rolling up their sleeves on demand.
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Yes fvtomasch, fear-based medicine, not science-based medicine, is what the CDC and FDA push. Western medicine has misled

most Americans into believing that they will easily die from infectious diseases if they don't get all the shots. Most natural

remedies, supplements, superfoods, and herbal tinctures don't come with a list of warnings, side effects, serious allergic

reactions, adverse events, and serious injuries like vaccines deOnitely do. Vaccines carry dire warnings about blood clots,

myocarditis, anaphylaxis, neurological trauma, immune disorders, and the list goes on.

How many doctors and nurses RECOMMEND their patients to read these vaccine inserts before injection? ARE THEY AFRAID of

what they will Ond and “discover”? An example: POLIO – A TRUE INVESTIGATIVE HISTORY

www.truthwiki.org/polio-a-true-investigative-history  Most Americans fully believe in the eacacy and safety of vaccines

because they believe the "science" of all of this is enough to make it so, and because they trust the nation's regulatory agencies

to reassure them that all of it. ” is the safest option.
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Misinformation and deception are the foundation of bad science. The “science” of prescription opioid painkillers led America

down a dark corridor of addiction and death. How can so much corruption be covered up for so long? The key way that deadly

vaccines have been perpetually regarded as "safe and effective" is that Big Pharma has covered up all the insane damage these

injections have caused to the population over the last few decades. The vaccine industry has been experimenting on children,

prisoners and mental health patients for decades, and falsifying research to make it appear that these unethical and unsafe

experiments yielded results to justify "drugs" with serious side effects and "vaccines" deadly.

There is a desperate lack of real information on vaccine safety and the frequency of vaccine harm. The mainstream media

remains fully complicit in this by dismissing the legitimacy of vaccine harm and smearing anyone who dares to question the

safety of vaccines. Institutions prevent the American public from learning the truth about the harm vaccines can cause. They

protect vaccine manufacturers at a terrible cost to the people of this country, not just in dollars, but because of the sheer

volume of people affected by vaccine injuries.
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Thank you very much Glastien. The wish that the people's lawyers succeed. A team of Canadian lawyers is seeking justice

against the country's highly oppressive Wuhan coronavirus restrictions and mandates. They put together a petition called the

Declaration of the Free North that outlines a way forward to return Canada to being the freest country it used to be before the

pandemic. “We are Canadian lawyers,” the Declaration explains. “In our country, civil liberties are under unprecedented attack.

Governments, public health authorities, universities, public and private employers, municipalities and businesses are trampling

on the rights and freedoms of Canadians.

Our free society is at risk.” Canada's extreme restrictions are impeding citizens' ability to work, shop, travel and socialize, the

document further states. And all of this is being done strategically, the lawyers contend, to erode civil liberties in such a way as

to avoid "going against the law or activating the protections of the Bill of Rights and Freedoms, such as the liberty and security

of citizens." citizens”. the person, the freedoms of association, assembly, expression, conscience, religion and mobility”.

www.theburningplatform.com/2022/01/04/the-free-north-declaration/
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Our treasonous leaders must reinvent the narrative daily so they can maintain their power over reality.
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So true. Almost as if nobody even knows what reality is any longer. I think only those who seek the real truth can see the true

reality.
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Yes Randall, but “You can fool everyone for a while. You can fool some all the time. But you can't fool everyone all the time."

Abraham Lincoln. The White House's chief medical adviser, Dr. Anthony Fauci, doesn't really believe that In one of the emails,

Burwell asked Fauci if he should wear a mask while he was traveling. Fauci responded: "Masks are really for infected people to

prevent them from spreading the infection to people who are not infected, rather than protecting uninfected people from getting

the infection."

He continued: “The typical mask you buy in the drug store is not really effective in keeping out the virus, which is small enough

to pass through the material. It might, however, provide some slight beneOt in [keeping] out gross droplets if someone coughs or

sneezes on you. I do not recommend that you wear a mask, particularly since you are going to a very low-risk location.”

www.lifesitenews.com/opinion/fauci-knows-masks-dont-work-but-he-told-u..  (01/27/2022)
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Amusing that the parasitic one billion in federal propaganda money most often funds pro-vaccine ads on "talk radio", which is almost

always "conservative".  Reminds me of the saying of Diogenes: "Discourse on virtue and they pass by in droves.  Whistle and dance the

shimmy to attract an audience."  The essentials haven't changed from ancient times.  Just the HOW of how it's done.
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The biggest bombshell in this article is the paragraph that reads "What that really matters for POzer is that the indemniOcation clauses

require POzer disclose known adverse events and this documentation demonstrates they didn't do so. A lot of the lawyers are licking

their chops over this because it seems to indicate a break in the veil that may allow legal action basically due to fraud and

concealment of these risks from the general public." So if you lost a jabbed friend or relative due to clot-related issues such as

myocarditis, stroke, or heart-attack, have an autopsy performed to see if this "linear clotting" (my term) was the reason. See

rumble.com/vtcsgw-worldwide-exclusive-embalmers-Ond-veins-and-arterie..  for details.

After watching this, I spoke with a neighbor whose son and his girlfriend are morticians. They both do embalming. The next day Mike

and his girlfriend visited Kathy and she asked him if he'd encountered this. 20-Feb-2022 she text me "Omg, they have Both seen this

the past 3 months. They think it may be due to the Covid vaccine but do not have proof!" We need more autopsy data together with

date of death and dates of Covid vaccinations to build the case. A key datapoint would be if NO unvaccinated bodies had this new

form of clotting. Another important fact to establish are cofactors in common between instances of linear clotting. Blood type? Factor

V Leiden? Other clotting issues? Medications? Etc...
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Very true VTSkier- A SIMPLE WAY TO END VACCINE MISINFORMATION IMMEDIATELY. By Steve Kirsch All a state has to do is

MANDATE autopsies for anyone who dies within 2 months of a vaccination. The Medical Examiner would be required to make

the results public. If they really wanted to stamp out vaccine misinformation, all they had to do is order autopsies that check for

vaccine injuries and post the results. No one wants data transparency. They all want to keep you in the dark. Instead of

autopsies, they rely on censorship: they use hand-waving arguments to create fear, uncertainty, and doubt to discredit any study

that shows data that doesn't Ot the narrative. stevekirsch.substack.com/p/a-simple-way-to-end-vaccine-misinformation?..

 (03/21/2022)
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Did facebook receive money to promote vaccines and sensor objections?
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why is it always said its the US GOV that paid for it when in reality it's "we the people" who paid for this corruption to be implemented

against "we the people". OUR monies to do what was done and to date not ONE perp who we know orchestrated all of this is the least

bit concerned of being held accountable!
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I heard they were going to remove the word “accountability” from the English language.  (Lol?)
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why not Lin. The word seems to have empty meaning now. The new deOnition of insanity having the same perps running the

show who created the show doing what they wish when they wish and all of us whining and complaining until we are 6 feet

under
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In the interest of accuracy, let's be clear about one thing: the US govt did not pay anyone anything. The US taxpayer paid, as he/she

always does when govt sticks its nose into things, often making already diacult situations worse. That was OUR money paid out the

media, just as it OUR money paid out to other countries while this nation racks up a national debt that can never be paid off. In light of

vaccine-related health issues, a cynic would say that Americans unwittingly paid for their own deaths.
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And now, guess what ???Fierce Pharma reported yesterday that Moderna is seeking approval for their COVID-19 mRNA vaccine to be

injected into children under the age of 6, from both the U.S. FDA and the European EMA. They are also asking the FDA to approve their

vaccine for children between the ages of 6 and 11. Moderna has new data backing the use of its COVID-19 vaccine Spikevax at a low

dose in the youngest children under the age of 6, and it’s moving forward with global regulatory submissions. Moderna will ask the

FDA and the European Medicines Agency (EMA) “in the coming weeks” to authorize Spikevax for children 6 months to under 6 years of

age, the company said Wednesday. Simultaneously, Moderna has started a delayed FDA Oling for emergency use authorization of the

mRNA vaccine in children ages 6 to 11, CEO Stéphane Bancel said in a statement.

Using government oacial statistics, children in this age group have almost a zero percent chance of dying from COVID-19.This begs

the question then as to why the FDA would even consider a COVID-19 shot for this age group (I think we all know the answer to that

question), and why parents would take the risk of injuring or killing their child with one of these experimental shots? This is simply the

same demonic spirit we have seen throughout history that moves people to sacriOce their children to “gods” like Molech and Baal in

ancient times, and is now being manifest in “modern” culture through the vaccine cult.
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Personally, I believe the headline is true. For a year now, every news channel in their daily/nightly reporting showed showed random

people receiving an injection ... sometimes at very close range. I said to my husband... WHY does the media thinks we want to watch

that stuff?? I can't stand even watching my own injections much less the injection of other people! But, we were forced to watch!! This

was how the media promoted the vaccines.
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Evil is as evil does. So glad I have Jesus.
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Godsent55
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The well never runs dry. Theres a handful of oacials who use tax dollars for nefarious Purposes against the people with the intent to

take or harm the masses. Its time we audit all govt. Activities and spending to guarantee the people will beneOt or be held harmless

thru their actions. The people are the Govt and need to take action to reaarm our quality of life that is being compromised. 

🇺🇸

 

🇺🇸
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according to Dr Malone therre is so much confusion surrounding the cover up of the conspiracy to POISON the public that the gullible

will even believe that the "moon is made of green cheese" - well, with reference to the hoax / hoodwink script writers that work for the

Pharma operate on the basis that the TV viewing public will BELIEVE anything as long as the TV suggests this to them - but as the

death roll increases this dead brained majority is morphing into DEAD BODIES - the moronic inferno has reached a point of no return -

chaos of various descriptions will refuse to be secret any longer - crime must increase in desperate times - the contradictions that

accompany TV viewing will become clearer even to the BRAIN DEAD - the price to be paid for IGNORANCE will become unacceptably

high - this is the road to nowhere !!
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So many people I have known my whole life have turned into such wimps since the shots came out for a virus that is totally

fake. It's more than sad.
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Yes, Stan, we are now in a humanity imprisoned by two very wide windows: lying and cognitive dissonance as tension or anxiety

that individuals experience when their beliefs or attitudes conYict with what they do. “The pandemic represents a rare but

narrow opportunity to reYect, reimagine and reset our world to create a healthier, more equitable and more prosperous future” -

Klaus Schwab, WEF (June 2020). What will be “the Great Reset” is a scenario in which global creditors will have appropriated

the world's wealth by 2030, while impoverishing large sectors of the world's population. As published by Dr. Mercola: “You’ll own

nothing, And you’ll be happy.” After reviewing POzer's Covid vaccine data submitted to the Japanese government, Malone said

he was "shocked" and "demoralized" by what he discovered.

The agencies allowed the pharmaceutical giant with a criminal record to proceed with human trials and granted it Emergency

Use Authorization for its Covid vaccine based on its "grossly inadequate package of information." Malone says that no healthy

young man should get a Covid vaccine, which is much more dangerous than the virus, he is surprised by the lack of public

messages about the danger. Also, it doesn't mean the heart condition isn't affecting older people, but Malone has lost

conOdence in regulators' interest in recognizing the signs. www.lifesitenews.com/.../744314
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I am not surprised that the government paid for advertisements to guilt people into taking the jab, We usually turn off the sound during

commercials, when we watch television, and we usually do not watch Main stream media, however, on the few commercials I have

heard, I wonder who came up with such blatant lies, that any thinking person should be able to see through, but since we are being

subjected to a form of mind control by our government, I wonder what is going to happen to our once great nation. MMC88121
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Dr. Stephanie Seneff - COVID-19 Vaccines are Causing Neurodegenerative Disease & VAIDS Published March 4, 2022 Dr. Stephanie

Seneff is a Senior Research Scientist at the MIT Computer Science and ArtiOcial Intelligence Laboratory. She received the B.S. degree

in Biophysics in 1968, the M.S. and E.E. degrees in Electrical Engineering in 1980, and the Ph.D degree in Electrical Engineering and

Computer Science in 1985, all from MIT. She joined us to discuss recent Ondings on vaccine dangers, and how this is leading to VAIDS

(Vaccine Acquired ImmunodeOciency Syndrome), Neurodegenerative Disease, increased rates in Cancer, and many more devastating

effects on the body. The link to the Seneff interview:  rumble.com/vwhgls-dr.-stephanie-seneff-covid-19-vaccines-are-causing-n..
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She is an amazing woman!
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Overwhelming reasons to suspect these gene transfer injections will have devastating long-term impacts, resulting in excess

deaths over the next decade, are laid out in this article by MIT scientist Stephanie Seneff. She argues that the true number of

deaths may be closer to 374,576 (including international deaths reported to VAERS would give a death toll of 815,326), and

those are deaths that occurred in a matter of days. or weeks after injection. Furthermore, it is clear that the number of deaths

from COVID-19 infection in the US has been greatly exaggerated, as it is based on positive PCR tests and even mere suspicion

of COVID in the absence of testing.

Many died of other causes and simply tested positive for COVID at the time of death. "Seneff suspects that in the next 10 to 15

years, we'll see a dramatic spike in prion diseases, autoimmune diseases, neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, and

blood disorders such as blood clots, hemorrhaging, stroke and heart failure." “A natural infection with SARS-CoV-2 (coronavirus)

will in most individuals remain localized to the respiratory tract,” Kostoff writes.  “The vaccines used presently cause cells deep

inside our body to express the viral spike protein, which they were never meant to do by nature.

www.theepochtimes.com/unintended-consequences-of-mrna-vaccines-against..  (03/03 / 2022)
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So, let's get this straight. A 'formerly' Catholic Mormon follower of the whorish cult & ascending, gnosis & ritual craft- earned, divinity

of mankind ...friend of Mitt Romney & co making billions in the puppeted Ukraine, up to their necks in the Russian built, global

corporatist puppeted false US leadership Ukrainian & world domination bioweapons plandemic & takeover; & probably vested with

him...a new puppet on the block 'alternative' propaganda source w/ ungodly & bizarre 'prophecies' full of revisionist 'REAL AMERICAN

HISTORY' & very, very well-funded & provisioned social justice idolatrous humanist blather & vomit....is a source we need to take

seriously now? Bad as 'Paula White'& Trump, Tennessee Temple's great fall& lying 'Donald Bible' (via Norman V.

Peale, Roy Cohn& presided over by Eros& Psyche) straw men & 'heroes'!!! You really can't make this stuff up. Tho God's word foretold

this mess, these lying, greedy& deceitful Balaamite losers,& thankfully where it will end. You do realize that this man is linked w/ a

powerhouse of global corporatist transhumanists who salivate at the thought of fornicating their way into divinity& godhood over their

own 'planets' while covering their driving force w/ a Yimsy apron;who have concordat w/ that old MYSTERY in Rome& a huge 'temple'

there to boot,seeking to become 'supers' by craft, making money all the way? Good grief.

When 'brother' Joseph Smith didn't limit himself& his cult to seducing & stealing the wives&daughters of the 'littles' but helped himself

to the wives&daughters of his brothers of the craft, the 'brotherhood' shot him deader than a doornail even as he Yashed the distress

of the widow's son in vain. What are we seeing here? Another set up of a sacriOcial victim to then be remade& canonized as a

'champion of religious liberty'& revolutionary?An American idol savior, the great satan excuse of the covetous, impure& bloody w/ their

taquiya& mental assent. An 'eternal' one to be 'transformed'??Raised??
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The U.S. government will award $9000 for funeral expenses to anyone whose death can be attributed to Covid, no matter how

remotely.
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This article doesn’t mention Fox News. They were part of the media that received the money to promote vaccines. Very disappointing.

This article should be edited.
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Agreed. Fox gluts on money like manna from heaven just like the rest of them.
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Phyzuhr is too big to fail so I suspect that "We the People/Taxpayers" will pay to Ox this mess too.
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Why is this news? Where did you think all those "public service" ads came from? Ads on television are expensive, and they have

saturated the airwaves with Covid vaccine ads. You would have to live in a cave not to have noticed.
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Not having commercial television and radio reduces evil inYuence in my life. The only radio of use is weather radio.
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It was when the Bible was taken out of American cultural, by hidden forces to which all of Congress has allegiance, that Americans

turned to Media as a source of truth.  Those who are under the spell of the Media worship it as if it was the very word of God. The Bible

tells us who the Media is. "John 8:44 [44]Ye are of your father the devil, and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a murderer from

the beginning, and abode not in the truth, because there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie, he speaketh of his own: for he is a

liar, and the father of it."
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Haven't been here for a couple of months since Dr. Josef Mercola (<- hope this does not ban me as it seems he hates humor) banned

me. I have heard of this story and it began to make sense why in the face of facts they kept denying it or not pay attention to it.  That

NEVER made sense to me until this story came out then everything fell into place in a AHA moment. They TOOK the money and shows

the media has no INTEGRITY. One of those that took it was the notorious Newsmax site. I NEVER trusted them when the owner gave

Bull Clinton a personal tour of Newsmax oace. That's when I left Newsmax as a news site. I always thought he was on our side way

back.
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Yes, Newsmax sold to the highest bidder.
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